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Abstract:  Electrical power industry restructuring has created highly vibrant and competitive market
that altered many aspects of the power industry. In this changed scenario, scarcity of energy resources,
increasing power generation cost, environment concern, ever growing demand for electrical energy
necessitate optimal economic dispatch. Practical economic dispatch (ED) problems have nonlinear,
non-convex type objective function with intense equality and inequality constraints. The conventional
optimization methods are not able to solve such problems as due to local optimum solution
convergence. Metaheuristic optimization techniques especially combination of GA and PSO (GAPSO)
has gained an incredible recognition as the solution algorithm for such type of ED problems in last
decade. The application of GAPSO in ED problem, which is considered as one of the most complex
optimization problem has been summarized in present paper.
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INTRODUCTION

Economic dispatch problem has become a crucial task in the operation and planning of power system. The
primary objective of ED is to schedule the committed generating units output so as to meet the required load
demand at minimum cost satisfying all unit and system operational constraints. Improvement in scheduling the
unit outputs can lead to significant cost saving. Initially, ED problem was formulated as economic cost dispatch
(ECD), but further due to the amendment of clean air act in 1990s, existence of emission dispatch (EMD) leads
to the formulation of combined emission economic dispatch (CEED) and emission controlled economic dispatch
(ECED) problem formulation, as individual optimization of these two contradictory objective will not serve the
purpose. Various conventional methods like Bundle method (Mezger Alfredo J,&Katia de Almeida C., 2007),
nonlinear programming (Martinez Luis Jose, et al. 2001), mixed integer linear programming (Gar CW, et al.
2001) dynamic programming (Shi CC, et al. 2001), quadratic programming (Erion Finardi C, et al. 2005),
Lagrange relaxation method (Tkayuki S. and Kamu W., 2004), network flow method (Franco PEC, et al. 1994),
direct search method (Wood AJ & Wollenberg BF., 1984) reported in the literature are used to solve such
problems. Practically, ED problem is nonlinear, nonconvex type with multiple local optimal point due to the
inclusion of valve point loading effect, multiple fuel options with diverse equality and inequality constraints.
Conventional methods have failed to solve such problems as they are sensitive to initial estimates and converge
into local optimal solution and computational complexity. Modern heuristic optimization techniques proposed
by researchers based on operational research and artificial intelligence concepts, such as evolutionary
programming (Sinha N, et al. 2003), genetic algorithm (Xiaohui Y., et al. 2002), simulated annealing (Basu
M., 2005), ant colony optimization (Huang J.S., 2001), Tabu search (Mantawy AH, et al. 2002), neural network
(Liang RH and Hsu YY. 1995), particle swarm optimization (Cohelo S.L. and Mariani V.C., 1968) provide
the better solution. A significant characteristic of the evolutionary methods is that they search for the solutions
without previous problem knowledge. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Genetic Algorithm techniques
appear to be the best to handle the optimization problems. PSO is a population based stochastic optimization
technique, derived from social bird flocking or fish schooling behavior (W.L.Fang and H.W. Ngan, 1999). PSO
shares many similarities with Genetic Algorithm (GA); like the initialization of population of random solutions
and search for the optimal by updating generations. Unlike GA, PSO has no evolution operators such as
crossover and mutation. One of the advantages of the PSO over the GA is its simplicity as it applies a few
parameters and implementation simplicity. In PSO, the potential solutions, called particles, fly through the
problem space by following the current optimum particles (S.Gerbex, et al. 2001). 
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PSO has the probability of trapping in local optima, but on the other side it has convergence speed and
storing best positions of each particle and the global best. On the other side GA searches the space globally
while it has a low convergence speed near the global optimum. In order to obtain the optimum with fast
convergence, a combination of GA and PSO named GAPSO is employed. This paper is a response note on
previous work of application of population based GAPSO algorithm to solve the various ED problems.

II. Formulation of the Eld Problem:
The objective of the ELD problem is finding the optimal  combination of power generations that minimizes

the total generation cost while satisfying an equality constraint and inequality constraints. The most simplified
cost function of each generator can be represented as a quadratic function as given in (1) whose solution can
be obtained by the conventional mathematical methods:
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Where,
C: Total generation cost
Fj: Cost function of generator j
aj, bj, cj: Cost coefficients of generator j
Pj : Electrical output of generator j
J: Set for all generators.

While minimizing the total generation cost, the total generation should be equal to the total system demand
plus the transmission network losses. However, the network losses is not considered in this paper for
simplicity. Thus, the equality constraint is given by:
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Where, PD is the total system demand. The generation output of each unit should be between its minimum
and maximum limits i.e.: the following inequality constraint for each generator should be satisfied:

  (3),min ,maxj j jP P P 

Where, Pj,min Pjmin and Pj,max is the minimum, maximum active power of generator j.

Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization:
Genetic Algorithm (GA) can handle any kind of objective functions and any kind of constraints without

much mathematical requirements about the optimization problems. GA has been touted as a class of general-
purpose search strategies for optimization problems. In GA, variables of a problem are represented as genes
in a chromosome, and the chromosomes are evaluated according to their fitness values. GA starts with a set
of randomly selected chromosomes as the initial population that encodes a set of possible solutions.  Through
natural selection and genetic operators, mutation and crossover, chromosomes with better fitness are found. The
genetic operators alter the composition of genes to create new chromosomes called offspring. The selection
operator is an artificial version of natural selection, a Darwinian survival of the fittest among population, to
create populations from generation to generation, and chromosomes with better fitness have higher probabilities
of being selected in the next generation. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary computational
model which maintains a swarm of candidate solutions, referred as particles. Particles, as flown through the
search spaces, are attracted towards the best solution found by particle’s neighbourhood and by the particle.
Each particle has a position vector and velocity vector. The position vector and velocity vector of the
i’thparticle in the n-dimensional search spaces can be represented as:
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(                                                         , respectively, each particle also keeps track of its best

position value, and the best position encountered by each particle, respectively, Each particle also keeps track
of its best position value, and the best position encountered by each particle is represented as:

                            . The best particle among all particles found so far at time t is represented as

,...,              .      The PSO algorithm could be performed by the following equations :

  (4)1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )id id id id gd idv k v c rand P x c rand P x         

  (5)( 1) ( ) ( 1)in in inx t x t v t   

Where, r1n and            are uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1,c1 and c2 are
acceleration constant, and k denotes the inertia weight. The inertia weight, k is a user defined parameters that

controls, with c1 and c2 the pervious value of particle velocities on it’s current one. The    

component in Eq.(8), referred as the cognitive component, represents the distance that a particle is from the

best solution,        found by itself. The                           component in Eq. (8), referred as the social

component ,represents the distance that a particle is from the best solution found by its neighbourhood. Eq.
(4) is used to calculate the particle’s new velocity according to its pervious velocity and to the distances of
its current position from its own best historical position and the collaborative effect of particles. It has
cooperation between all particles to share information. Then, the particle updates the new position according
to Eq. (5).

IV. Optimization Strategy:
The hybrid GA and PSO optimization process is given as:

Step 1: 
Define the varying range of the parameters and objective function over the parameters.

Step 2:
Set generation gen=0.

Step 3: 
Initialize population of the GA and particles of the PSO.

Step 4:
Evaluate population of GA and particles of PSO.

Step 5: 
Perform selection operator of the GA.

Step 6:
Perform crossover and mutation operators of the GA.

Step 7: 
Modify each particle’s searching point by Eqs. (4 and 5).
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Step 8: 
Evaluate new population of the GA and new particles of the PSO. For each gen if the bus voltage is

within the limits, calculate the fitness function in equation (5).

Step 9:
If the termination criterion has satisfied, then stop; otherwise, gen=gen+1 and go to step 5.

Step10:
Print out the optimal solution to the target problem (the previous best solution which contains the Total

Power  and Total Generation Cost).

Step 11:
Stop the procedure.

For the initialization of GA, the initial population P is generated randomly and chromosomes encoded as
the parameter set are encoded into binary string and the mapping from a binary string to a real number (r) is
calculated as follows:

(10)
max min

min
2 1

r r
r l
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Where, minr is the minimum value of the input variable, maxr the maximum value of the input variable,
and binrep represents the decimal value of length l. The traditional roulette selection with elitism is performed
as the selection operator and it ensures that the best chromosome is selected into the new generation, for the
GA. The two point crossover will act on parents to generate offspring. Mutation is keeping diversity in the
population for the PSO. the initial particles p ε [minr, maxr] are randomly generated and new particles are
created by Eqs. (4 and 5). The inertia weight, k is given by:

(11)1 2 2
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Where, k1 and k2 are the initial and final weight value, respectively; gen is the current generation number
and MAXGEN is the maximum number of generation. The fitness for the GA and PSO is computed by
maximizing the inverse of the overshoot, defined as follows:

(12)
1

Fitness
OF



In our implementation,initial population size considered for GA and PSO is 100. The crossover probability
Pc = 50, mutation Probability Pm = 0.02, c1 = 2.05, c2 = 2.05 k1 = 0.9, k2 = 0.4, l = 10

IV. Numerical Result:
The proposed GAPSO algorithm was tested on representative system, IEEE 57 bus power systems in

comparison with the GA based method for the solution of the ELD problem. The maximum generation was
set to 2000 and 2500 for 57-bus power systems. This system have 7 generators The total demands for
generators of this system is set as 1250 MW. After several trials, the best obtained result is shown using the
predetermined parameters. Tables 1 show the results for IEEE 57 bus test system that obtained by the GAPSO
and GA methods. The convergence characteristics for the test case using the Heuristic methods are shown in
Fig. 2. From Table 1 it can be seen that the total cost obtained by the proposed technique is less than the GA
based method. Moreover, the proposed GAPSO method is faster than the GA based method, because unlike
the GA method, which has to deal with two populations in the GAPSO method, there is only one population
in each  iteration that moves towards the global optimal point. Thus, the modified Shuffled Frog Algorithm
method has good performance and can outperform compare to the GA technique.
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Fig 1: Topology of the IEEE 57-bus.

Fig. 2: Convergence characteristics of PSO for the 57-bus system.

Table I: Comparison of GAPSO and GA method for ED problem solution for the IEEE 57-bus power system (TP: Total Power [MW]
and TC : Total Generation Cost).

Unit Genetic Algorithm Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm
---------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cost MW Cost MW

1 4125 140.14 4318 142.33
2 3734 96.25 4113 102.19
3 1408 41.08 1429 46
4 3081 61.10 2589 68.92
5 14841 485.99 15133 489.67
6 3404 85.016 3268 74.390
7 10380 340.49 10121 326.54
TP 1250.06 1250.03
TC 40972.26 40971.92

Conclusion:
Many problems engineering such as ED problem in power system can be modeled as constrained nonlinear

optimization. To solve of the constrained optimization problems, penalty function based methods is the most
popular approach. However, since the penalty function approach is generic and applicable to any type of
constraint, their performance is not always satisfactory and consistent. In order to overcome this drawback, in
this paper a Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm method is used for the solution of the ED problem. In view of
the memory characteristics of  GAPSO, a new constraints handling strategy is developed. 
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The strategies for handling constraints are developed while preserving the dynamic process of the GAPSO
algorithm. The proposed method have been applied to the two IEEE test systems (IEEE 57 bus) for the
solution of the Ed problem to demonstrate the effectiveness of its performance in comparison with GA based
approach. The simulation results show that the proposed GAPSO method is superior to GA based technique
and computationally faster. Besides, the obtained computational results for the solution of the ED problem
confirm its good performance in terms of solution quality, computational cost as well as the convergence
stability.
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